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Introduction 

The dissolution test is used to achieve different
goals during the life cycle of a drug. At the time
of registration and beyond, it is used for quality

control purposes. For the comparison of dissolution
profiles,model-dependent and model-independent
methods are reported.1 The f2 metric is extensively
used because the US FDA endorses it. In a number
of recent guidance documents,the FDA has placed
more emphasis on the meaningful comparison of
dissolution profiles. For example,the FDA Scale–Up
and Post Approval Changes Modified Release
(SUPAC MR) guidance indicates that similar dissolu-
tion profiles for approved and modified formula-
tions are acceptable justification for certain levels of
change without prior FDA approval or the need to
perform bioequivalence studies.2 US FDA’s guid-
ances for industry on dissolution testing of imme-
diate release solid oral dosage formulations and
bioavailability and bioequivalence study guidance
for oral dosage forms recommend the use of a
model-independent mathematical approach
proposed by Moore and Flannerfor calculating

dissimilarity factor (f1) and similarity factor (f2) across
a suitable time interval.3-5 FDA recommends the use
of f2 value to compare the dissolution data when the
coefficient of variation is not more than 20% at the
earlier time point and not more than 10% at other
dissolution time points.3 Dissolution tests should
preferably be conducted using validated automatic
equipment and a precise assay method when
attempting to establish similarity between a refer-
ence and a test formulation.

Vertzoni et al.6 pointed out that when data sets
have increased variability,the ability of f2 to reflect
the true difference is yet to be investigated. The vari-
ability in the dissolution data may be attributed to
human errors,equipment related errors,or formula-
tion-related factors. Bartoszynski et al.7 pointed out
that the procedure currently used by the FDA
involves computing the mean amount dissolved at
each time and then comparing the two mean
curves. Bartoszynski further stated that this
approach ignores all of the variability within sets of
profiles,which from a statistical viewpoint is a
serious limitation. The optional weight is generally
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taken as one (w=1) while calculating f2. Anderson et al.8

suggested that the weight could be adjusted to give high or
low weighting to selected time points as required. The
researchers stated that if it is important to achieve a certain
dissolution level by 40 min,the 40-min time point should be
given a high weighting.8 Adams et al.9 reported that the
measurement at each time point can be weighted
according to its importance in the dissolution curve using
the optional weight (w). The investigators also reported that
the f2 does not take into account the within-batch variability
or the correlation between data.9 Sarandasa et al.10

suggested that since the similarity factor (f2) is a function of
mean differences and does not take into account the differ-
ences in dissolution within the test and reference batches,a
careful interpretation is warranted when f2 is used as a simi-
larity factor,especially when the variance of the profile is
very different.

The optional weight (w) has not been thoroughly
explored by pharmaceutical scientists;hence the present
work has been undertaken.

Method
The equation proposed by Moore and Flanner5 is as

follows:

where f2 is similarity factor,n is the number of observations,
wt is optional weight,Rt is percentage drug dissolved from
reference formulation,and Tt is percentage drug dissolved
from test formulation. The dissolution data reported by Shah
et al.11 were used to calculate f2 in the present work (Table 1).

The three weighting approaches are presented in this work.

Approach 1
Conventionally,a test batch is considered similar to that of

a reference batch if the f2 value of the two profiles is in
between 50 and 100. The lower acceptable value (i.e.,50)
corresponds to 10% average absolute difference between a
reference product and a test product at each timepoint. In
reality,a dissolution study will show different values of
difference between R and T at each timepoint. This vari-
ability will be referred to as within-sample variability in this
study. It was arbitrarily decided to give weight equal to one
if the absolute difference between a reference and a test
product is 10. Shah et al.11 have reported the theoretical
values of similarity factor for specific percentage difference

Reference Test 1 Test 2

Time Mean SD Time Mean SD Time Mean SD

30 34.92 2.26 30 40.34 4.1 30 49.33 2.32

60 59.5 3.85 60 67.15 6.34 60 65.33 5.02

90 79.27 5.12 90 87.01 4.76 90 86.75 3.52

180 95.08 6.14 180 97.73 1.48 180 102.83 1.72

f2=60.04 f2=51.08

Test 3 Test 4 Test 5

Time Mean SD Time Mean SD Time Mean SD

30 25.8 2.36 30 15.08 5.78 30 43.39 1.29

60 50.64 4.64 60 59.5 3.07 60 77.96 1.43

90 67 6.14 90 79.27 4.32 90 86.33 2.8

180 88.6 8.12 180 95.08 2.68 180 95.58 1.99

f2=51.19 f2=50.07 f2=48.05

The unit of time is minute, Mean represents mean of 12 observations, SD is standard deviation.
f2 was calculated using mean values, weight was equal to one.

Table 1. Dissolution data for calculating f2 values11
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between a reference and a test product (2%-83,5%-65,10%-
50,15%-41,and 20%-36).

In this approach,at each timepoint,the optional weight
(w) was calculated by taking the ratio of 50 to f2Th,where 50
is selected as the borderline value of similarity or dissimi-
larity of the batch as per acceptance criteria of the similarity
factor (f2),and f2Th is the conversion factor that takes into
account variability between samples at each timepoint. The
theoretical value of f2Th at each timepoint was calculated
using the seminal equation suggested by Moore and
Flanner.5 The conversion factor (f2Th) was calculated by the
following equation:

f2Th = 50 × log {[1+(R−T)2]-0.5 × 100}

Table 2 depicts the f2Th and w (=50/f2Th) values for
different values of R-T. For example,weight with 5%
observed average absolute difference between reference
and test is equal to 50/65(=0.77). Similarly weight was calcu-
lated for a range of 0 to 19.5% difference between reference
and test formulations. For the calculation of modified simi-
larity factor (f2-m1), the literature reported values of mean
dissolution data of a reference batch and five test batches
were used.11 The results are summarized in Table 3.

Approach 2
In our earlier publication,we proposed an alternative

method to calculate f2.12 In place of 10 as the absolute
percentage difference between R and T,we proposed the
use of 10% of percentage of drug dissolved from reference
product as allowable deviation in the dissolution results of a
test product. To consider variability between samples with
more specificity,the optional weight (w) was calculated by
taking the ratio of the absolute difference of mean
percentage drug dissolved between R and T to 10% of

percentage of drug dissolved from the reference formula-
tion at each timepoint. The calculation for weight by this
approach is shown in Table 4.

As shown in Table 4,10% of percentage of drug dissolved
from reference formulation is equal to 3.492% at 30 min.
Therefore,according to this approach when the difference
of percentage of drug dissolved between R and T is 3.492%,
the optional weight will be equal to one. Weight less than
one was assigned to values lower than 10% of percentage of

R-T f2Th w R-T f2Th w R-T f2Th w R-T f2Th w

0 100.00 0.50 5 64.63 0.77 10 49.89 1.00 15 41.15 1.22

0.5 97.58 0.51 5.5 62.63 0.80 10.5 48.84 1.02 15.5 40.44 1.24

1 92.47 0.54 6 60.79 0.82 11 47.84 1.05 16 39.75 1.26

1.5 87.20 0.57 6 60.79 0.82 11.5 46.88 1.07 16.5 39.09 1.28

2 82.53 0.61 7 57.53 0.87 12 45.97 1.09 17 38.44 1.30

2.5 78.49 0.64 7.5 56.06 0.89 12.5 45.09 1.11 17.5 37.81 1.32

3 75.00 0.67 8 54.68 0.91 13 44.24 1.13 18 37.20 1.34

3.5 71.94 0.69 8.5 53.38 0.94 13.5 43.42 1.15 18.5 36.61 1.37

4 69.24 0.72 9 52.15 0.96 14 42.64 1.17 19 36.03 1.39

4.5 66.82 0.75 9.5 50.99 0.98 14.5 41.88 1.19 19.5 35.47 1.41

w = 50/f2Th   where,f2Th :Conversion factor.

Table 2.Calculation of conversion factor (f2Th) and weight (W) for different values of difference between R and T (Approach 1)

Sample calculation for reference and test 1

Time R T R-T (R-T)2 w w*(R-T)2

30 34.92 40.34 5.42 29.38 0.77 22.62

60 59.50 67.15 7.65 58.52 0.91 53.49

90 79.27 87.01 7.74 59.91 0.91 54.76

180 95.08 97.73 2.65 7.02 0.66 4.63

Similarity factors

(R and T1) f2-m1 = 61.44 f2 = 60.04

(R and T2) f2-m1 = 50.60 f2 = 51.08

(R and T3) f2 = 48.05 f2 = 51.19

(R and T4) f2-m1 = 46.21 f2 = 50.07

(R and T5) f2-m1 = 46.14 f2 = 48.05

w = 50/f2Th   where,f2Th :Conversion factor.
f2-m1:Similarity factor calculated using approach 1 
f2:Similarity factor calculated using conventional method

Table 3.Values of similarity factor (f2-m1) for different test
batches (Approach 1)



drug dissolved from reference at each timepoint. The
obtained values of modified similarity factor (f2-m2) for the
proposed and the classical method are shown in Table 4.

Approach 3
Costa13 proposed an alternative method to calculate simi-

larity factor using individual values of dissolution results of
reference and test formulations in place of average dissolu-
tion data of a reference and a test product. The method
proposed by Costa13 was used to generate different values
of absolute difference between reference and test formula-
tions [(R1-T1), (R1-T2),…(R1-T12),…(R12-T12)] at each sampling
time in the dissolution test. The results presented by Shah et
al.11 for reference product (12 units) and test product (12
units) were used to generate 144 values of absolute differ-
ence between a reference and a test formulation at the four
sampling time points  (30,60,90,180 min). The twelve units
of test formulation will show different dissolution profiles
and this variability is referred to as between samples vari-
ability in this study. The next step involved calculation of
standard deviation (SD) of absolute difference between R
and Tat each sampling time point.

If the analyst-related variability and equipment-related
variability is assumed as negligible,variability in dissolution
data is not anticipated from ideally prepared reference or
test formulation. Under these circumstances,the SD of
absolute difference between R and T shall be zero. It was
arbitrarily decided to give weight equal to one when stan-
dard deviation is equal to zero. Further, it is proposed that
the value of weight should proportionately increase as SD
increases. In this approach,the weight was calculated from

the equation (1+SD/ maximum allowed SD). The maximum
allowed SD was arbitrarily chosen as 10 to allow within-
samples as well as variability between samples. The
weights,standard deviations and the values of similarity
factor (f2-m3) are shown in Table 5.

Results and Discussions
In all the proposed approaches, if the weight at each time-

point is equal to one,the f2 will remain unchanged. Weights
higher than one can cause a drop in value of f2 and weights
less than one can cause a rise in f2 value. In the first step,the
similarity factor was calculated using classical technique by
taking weight as one (w=1). The reported values of dissolu-
tion data9 for reference and test formulations and the calcu-
lated values of f 2 are depicted in Table 1. The dissolution
profile of all the formulations except test 5 can be consid-
ered as similar since calculated f2 is greater than 50.

Approach 1
Table 3 displays the value of the similarity factor calcu-

lated by the conventional method (f2) and by the method-
ology expressed under Approach 1 in the methods section
(f2-m1). In case of the conventional method,all batches
except T5 and in case of the proposed method,all batches
except T4 and T5 showed results in the acceptable range
(f2>50). The dissimilarity of test formulation 4 was attributed
to the consideration of weight on the basis of variability.

The result reveals that in borderline cases of
similarity/dissimilarity (f2 is around 50); the investigator may
be able to draw the correct conclusion by adopting this
approach. The proposed approach may ensure more mean-

Table 4.Values of similarity factor (f2-m2) for different test
batches (Approach 2)

Table 5.Values of similarity factor (f2-m3) for formulation
test 1 (Approach 3)

Sample calculation for reference and  test 1

Time R T R-T (R-T)2 w w*(R-T)2

30 34.92 40.34 5.42 29.38 1.55* 45.60

60 59.50 67.15 7.65 58.52 1.29 75.24

90 79.27 87.01 7.74 59.91 0.98 58.49

180 95.08 97.73 2.65 7.02 0.28 1.96

Similarity factors

(R and T1) f2-m2 = 58.36 f2 = 60.04

(R and T2) f2-m2 = 40.10 f2 = 51.08

(R and T3) f2-m2 = 45.60 f2 = 51.19

(R and T4) f2-m2 = 31.29 f2 = 50.07

(R and T5) f2-m2 = 37.37 f2 = 48.05

w = R-T/10% of R = 5.42/3.492 = 1.55
f2-m2:Similarity factor calculated using approach 2 
f2:Similarity factor calculated using conventional method

Sample calculation for reference and test 1

Time Mean(R-T) S.D. w (R-T)2 w*(R-T)2

30 5.70 4.35 1.44 32.46 46.58

60 7.81 6.75 1.68 61.04 102.23

90 7.83 5.44 1.54 61.38 94.77

180 3.12 2.52 1.25 9.71 12.16

Similarity factors

(R and T1) f2-m3 = 54.68 f2 = 60.04

(R and T2) f2-m3 = 46.88 f2 = 51.08

(R and T3) f2-m3 = 48.30 f2 = 51.19

(R and T4) f2-m3 = 46.46 f2 = 50.07

(R and T5) f2-m3 = 44.98 f2 = 48.05

w = (1+SD/maximum allowed SD) = (1+4.35/10) =1.435
f2-m3:Similarity factor calculated using approach 3
f2:Similarity factor calculated using conventional method
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ingful comparison of the dissolution profiles than the clas-
sical method since it encompasses the difference between R
and T at each timepoint in dissolution testing. The proposed
approach can be applied to integer values as well as frac-
tional values of the difference between the percentage of
drug dissolved of R and T at each timepoint.

Approach 2
The reported values of dissolution data11 and the calcu-

lated values of similarity factor (f2) by this approach (f2-m2)
are depicted in Table 4. The result of test 1 formulation indi-
cates that this status of similarity is not changed since f2 is
well above 50. It appears that the approach will find appli-
cation in cases where f2 is close to 50. In the test batches 2,3,
and 4,the conclusion of similarity between R and T changed
to dissimilarity when approach 2 was adopted for calcula-
tion of similarity factor. Approach 2 seems to be more sensi-
tive than Approach 1 since only one test formulation (T1)
showed similarity as compared to three test formulations
(T1,T2 and T3) in Approach 1. Scientists are warned to find
outliers and to consider them at the time of taking decision
of similarity/dissimilarity.

Approach 3
An effort is made in this approach to address the issue

raised by Bartoszynski,7 Adams,9and Sarandasa10. The major
advantage of the proposed method is that each and every
dissolution data value and not just the average dissolution
data are used. The standard deviation of different values
(144) of absolute difference between R and T was calculated
at each timepoint. Whenever within-samples variability and
variability between samples will be observed,the calculated
value of f2-m3 by the proposed method will be lower than the
similarity factor (f2) calculated by the classical method
(w=1). A large difference between two similarity factors (f2

and f2-m3) indicates high variability in the dissolution results.
One should be careful when the status of similarity (f2 >50)
changes to the status of dissimilarity (f2-m3 <50).

The reported values of dissolution data11 of the reference
and the five test formulations were used for calculation of
similarity factor. Table 5 shows the values of the similarity
factor by the proposed approach and the classical method.
The status of similarity was changed from acceptable (f2>50)
to unacceptable (f2<50) for test formulations T2,T3,and T4.
Approach 3 will always cause depression in the value of f2;

however,the depression (f2-f2-m3) will be proportional to
variability. If the value of SD is high at all timepoints,a more
significant depression is expected. If SD is zero at each time-
point, f2 will be equal to f2-m3.

The preliminary idea of variability can be obtained by
calculating standard deviation of R and T at each timepoint.
In critical cases of selecting a test formulation for bioequiva-
lence study based on dissolution data,the use of this

approach is recommended. The major disadvantage of the
proposed approach is cumbersome calculation steps. Soft-
ware can be developed to handle this problem. In border-
line cases of similarity identified while granting exemption
of detailed study for SUPAC MR products,the FDA may ask
the manufacturer to submit data according to this
approach.

Conclusion
The widely accepted method of calculating the similarity

factor for comparison of dissolution profiles ignores the very
important issue of variability in dissolution data. A careful
introduction of weight based on variability may provide a
meaningful resolution of this issue. The proposed
approaches of considering weight add an additional dimen-
sion to the use of weight and evoke new interest in the area
of comparison of dissolution profiles. Among the proposed
approaches,the preferences is given in the order of
Approach3> Approach2> Approach1. Approach 3 is given
maximum preference,as it considers batch-to-batch as well
as within-samples variability. Approach 2 is given more
preference over Approach 1 because it considers batch-to-
batch variability with more specificity as compared to
Approach 1. For all the proposed approaches,when R=T,f2

will be 100 and a value close to 100 indicates a superior
formulation. The formulation and development scientist
may use these approaches in borderline cases of similarity
and for selection of superior test formulation for bioequiva-
lence study, IVIVC,and for getting biowaivers on more scien-
tific basis. The scientific community will be tempted to find
other methods to calculate and use weight after reading
this manuscript.
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